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Information 
 

MKM: Media Kesehatan Masyarakat Journal publishes articles in public health areas including 
Public Health Nutrition, Epidemiology, Biostatistics, Health Promotion, Behavioral Science, 
Health Policy and Administration, Environmental Health, Occupational Health and Safety, and 
Sexual and Reproductive Health. 
 
 The guideline below should be applied before submitting manuscripts: 
 
1. Submitted articles must be research articles that are free of plagiarism. The articles should 

not have been previously published or be under consideration for publication in another 
journal. Turnitin will check each submitted article. Articles with a similarity score of >25% 
will be automatically rejected.  

2. WARNING: Authors found to have intentionally manipulated the manuscripts to reduce 
the plagiarism score will be blacklisted from the MKM journal. The manipulation includes 
writing wrong words or sentences on purpose, putting white dots or commas between 
words, and/or other dishonest tricks. 

3. The components of the article must comply with the following conditions. 
4. The title is written in Indonesian or English with a maximum of 20 words. 
5. The author’s identity is written under the title, including name, affiliation, correspondence 

address, and e-mail. 
6. The abstract is written in English with a maximum of 250 words. The abstract should be 

one paragraph covering the introduction, aim, method, results, and conclusion with a 
maximum of 5 (five) keywords separated by a comma. The abstract should be typed with 
11-pt and single-spaced 

7. The introduction contains background, brief, and relevant literature review and the aim of 
the study. 

8. The method includes research design, population, sample, data sources, 
techniques/instruments of data collection, data analysis procedure, and ethics. 

9. The results are research findings and should be clearly and concisely written. If there are 
tables needed, authors should present them in single-spaced. Age, sex, and socio-
economic status can be put in a table titled characteristics of respondents, while 
descriptive and other analyses can be drawn in separate tables. 

10. The discussion should demonstrate an argumentative explanation relevant to the findings. 
Authors are required to compare findings with any relevant theory and prior research. 
Statistical results in numbers should not be written in this section. 

11. The conclusion should answer problems or refer to the aims of the study mentioned in the 
background. This section is written in the form of narration. 

12. Abbreviations consist of abbreviations mentioned in the article (from Abstract to 
Conclusion). 

13. Ethics Approval is obtained from the institution, and informed consent should be received 
from research subjects.  
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14. The author(s) should declare competing interests (if there is any) about accepted 
manuscripts. 

15. Acknowledgment specifies thank-you notes to all parties supporting the research. 
16. References should be written in Vancouver style superscript. Recent journals cited are 

preferably dated in the last 10 years. 
17. Every reference cited in the text should be presented in the reference list (and vice versa). 
18. The number of references must be typed consecutively following the whole manuscript. 
19. Please write the last name and the first name, and initials, if any, with a maximum of 6 

(six) authors' names. If more than 6 (six) authors, the following author should be written 
with “et al..” 

20. The first letter of reference title should be capitalized, and the remaining should be written 
in lowercase letters, except the name of person, place, and time. Latin terms should be 
written in italics. The title should not be underlined and written in bold. 

21. URL of the referred article should be provided. 
22. When referencing in the body of text, use superscript after full stop (.), e.g.: ......1 
23. The manuscript should be written using word processors software (Microsoft Word or 

Open Office) with a one-column format, margin 3cm, double spaced, and maximum 6-10 
pages. The font type is Times New Roman with font size 12. The paper size is A4 (e.g., 210 
x 297 mm). The manuscript must be submitted via the website 
https://ejurnal.undana.ac.id/MKM/about/submissions. Please include Ethics Approval 
Form in a separate document file in Supplementary Files in PDF format. 
 

Manuscript Handling fee 
 
The article processing fee is IDR 150.000,- for authors from Nusa Cendana University and IDR 
300.000,- for external authors. Please make a bank transfer payment to BNI account Bank: 
0436339447 (Helga Ndun). The authors need to send the proof of payment to 
imelda.manurung@staf.undana.ac.id. 
 
 Payment of Manuscript Handling Fee 
 
The corresponding author will be contacted to make the manuscript handling fee payment 
after a manuscript is accepted. The payment option will be only informed for manuscripts that 
have been accepted for publication. 
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